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Federated Node Classification
Ø Nodes in a graph are partitioned across clients (e.g. private data across countries)
Ø Cross-client edges exist between nodes at different clients

Each client knows 
Ø Local graph structure
Ø Local node features
Ø Corresponding cross-

client edges

Node classification requires node features stored in other clients
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Limitation of Distributed Training
Ignore cross-client edges Send features and intermediate output at every round  

Sending features requires 
huge communication cost

Ignoring cross-client edges causes 
information loss

Or

[1] He, Chaoyang, et al. "Fedgraphnn: A federated learning system and benchmark for graph neural networks." arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.07145 (2021).
[2] Wan, Cheng, et al. "BDS-GCN: Efficient full-graph training of graph convolutional nets with partition-parallelism and boundary sampling." (2020).
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GCN in Federated Learning 
In FL setting, nodes are stored in different clients
For each layer 𝑙
Node 𝑖 in client c(𝑖) needs to aggregate information of nodes from c(𝑖) and other 
clients
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Feature Aggregation Instead of Sending Features
Send features and intermediate 
output at every training round  

Send feature aggregations at initial round

Ø Same computation
Ø Much lower communication cost

Ø High communication 
cost at every round
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Server Aggregation Instead of Clients Aggregation
Clients Aggregation Server Aggregation

Privacy leakage when 
there is only one 
neighbor missing 
from another client

Privacy leakage when 
there is only one 
neighbor missing 
from other clients
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Secure Neighbor Feature Aggregation 

1. All clients agree on and initialize a FHE keypair

2. Each client encrypts the local neighbor feature array and sends it to the server

3. Upon receiving all encrypted neighbor feature arrays from clients, the server 

performs secure neighbor feature aggregation 

To guarantee privacy during the aggregation process of accumulated features,
we leverage Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)
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FedGCN with Three Types of Communication

Ø No Communication(0-hop): Use feature aggregation at the same client

Ø 1-hop Communication: Communicate feature aggregation of 1-hop 

neighbors at all clients

Ø 2-hop Communication: Communicate feature aggregation of 2-hop 

neighbors at all clients and perform the aggregation of L-layer GCNs

More hop means higher communication costs but with less information loss
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Why Not L-hop Communication?

Adding more layers and hop communication does not increase model accuracy for 
≥3-layer GCN layers and ≥2-hop communication
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Training Process of FedGCN

Normal federated 
training process

Communication at 
initial round
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Convergence Rate

Ø Faster convergence with more communication hops
Ø More hops are needed for cross-device FL
Ø One-hop is sufficient for cross-silo FL

First theoretical analysis on the convergence rate of FGL with cross-client edges
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Ø Faster convergence with more communication hops
Ø More hops are needed for cross-device FL
Ø One-hop is sufficient for cross-silo FL

Empirical Validation
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Test Accuracy vs Communication Cost on OGBN-ArXiv

ØFedGCN (1-, and 2-hop) requires little communication with high accuracy
ØFedGCN (0-hop) requires much less communication but has lower accuracy 

due to information loss
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Test Accuracy on four datasets
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Conclusion & Next Step
Conclusion
Ø Cross-client edges affect the model performance (convergence rate and test accuracy).

Ø Proposed FedGCN helps recover information on cross-client edges and only requires 

communication at the initial step

Ø Tradeoffs exist between convergence and communication under different data distributions.

Next Steps
Ø Library development: pip install fedgraph

Distributed Trainig Code: https://github.com/yh-yao/FedGCN

Another Dataset Paper in NeurIPS: Wyze Rule: Federated Rule Dataset for Rule Recommendation Benchmarking

https://github.com/yh-yao/FedGCN

